
2 Expected utility with known 
probabilities - "risk" - and 
unknown utilities 

The important financial decisions in our life concern !arge stakes, and then the 
maximization of expected value may not be reasonable. Most of our decisions 
concern nonquantitative outcomes such as health states. Then expected value cannot 
be used because it cannot even be defined. For these reasons, a more genenli theory is 
warranted. We now turn to such a theory - expected utility. For simplicity, we 
consider only the case where probabilities are known in this chapter. This case is 
called decision under risk. The general case of both unknown probabilities and 
unknown utility is more complex, and will be dealt with in later chapters. Whereas 
Chapter 1 showed how to read the minds (beliefs, i.e. subjective probabilities) of 
people, this chapter will show how to read their hearts (happiness, i.e. utility). 

2.1 Decision under risk as a special case of decision undcr unccrtainty 

Probabilities can be (un)known to many degrces, all covcred by the generat tcrm 
uncertainty. Decision under risk is the special, limiting case where probabilities are 
objectively given, known, and commonly agreed upon. Risk is of'ten treated separ
ately from uncertainty in the literature. It is more efficient, and conceptually more 
appropriate, to treat risk as a special case of unccrtainty. I will discuss this point in 
some detail in this and the following sections. This point will be especially important 
in the study of ambiguity in Part III. Macltiml (2004) provided a formal model 
supporting this point. 

Throughout this chapter and in fact throughout this whole book, Structural 
Assumption 1.2.1 (dccision under uncertainty) is maintained. Assumptions will be 
added. All results from uncertainty can irnmediately be applied to risk, and results 
from risk can often be extended to unccrtainty. I commonly advise students to work 
on uncertainty rather than on risk as rnuch as possiblc, because thc numerical 
probability scale often confounds rather than simplifies what is essential. This point 
also explains the zigzag structure of Part I of this book. The first big chunk upcoming, 
Chapters 2 and 3, concerns decision under risk, and the second big chunk, Chapter 4, 
concerns decision under unccrtainty. We nevcrthcless started in Chapter 1 with 
decision under uncertainty and not with dccision under risk. I did so to encourage 
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the readers, from the beginning, to think of decision under risk as being embedded in 
decision under uncertainty, and never to have thought of decision under risk in isolation. 

We begin with an introductory example that can be skipped by theoretically 
oriented ("c") readers. 

Example 2.1.1 [Vendor with probabilities given]. Assurne Example 1.1.1. Assmne 
that, in addition, there is extensive statistical data available about the weather. One 
out of four times there will be no rain, one out of four times it will be all rain, and half 
the times there is some rain. This data is objective and agreed upon by everyone. 
Writing P for objective probability, we have P(s 1) = P(s3) = V1 and P(s2) = !h. 

Prospect x (taking ice cream) generates (1!1: 400, !h: 100, 1/1: -400), meaning that it 
yields 400 with probability 1!1, I 00 with probability !h, and -400 with probability 111. 
Similarly, y generates (1/1:-400, !h: 100, 1/1: 400), 0 generates (I :0) (also denoted as 
just 0), and x + y generates (V2:200, !h:O). Note that y generates the same probability 
distribution over outcomes as x does, assigning the same probability to each 
outcome. In decision under risk we assume that the preference value of a prospect 
(i.e., its indifference class) is determined entirely by the probability distribution it 
generates over the outcomes. Then x and y have the same preference value and are 
equivalent. For determining preference it then suffices to know the probability 
distribution generated over the outcomes by a prospect. Hence we often give only 
that probability distribution. Then x and y are both described by (1/1: 400, !h: 100, 
1/1: -400) and they are equated. 

The assumption x rv y can be violated if utility (defined later) is state dependent. 
Then the goodness or badness of gaining or losing 400 depends on the weather 
conditions. We will assume tlmt there is no such dependence. 0 

For decision under risk, we assume that an objective probability P is given on S, 
assigning to each event E its probability P(E). Then, with P.i denoting P(Ej), each 
prospect (E, :x1,. .. ,E0 :X11) generates a probability distribution (p 1 :x t.· .. ,p11 :x11 ) over 
the outcomes, assigning probability P.i to each outcome Xj· Probability distributions 
over outcomes taking only finitely many values are called probabi!ity-contingent 
prospects. We now define decision under risk. 

Assumption 2.1.2 [Decision w1der risk]. Structural Assumption 1.2.1 (decision 
under uncertainty) holds. In addition, an objective probability measurc P is given 
on the st<lte space S, assigning to each event E its probability P(E). Different 
event-contingent prospects that generate the same probability-contingcnt prospect 
are preferentially equivalent. 0 

Because of Assumption 2.1.2, it suffices to describe only the generated probability
contingent prospect for determining the preference value of a prospect, without 
specifying the underlying event-contingent prospect. This will be the approach of 
the next section. 

Example 2 .1.3 [Decision und er risk violated]. Assurne a small urn with 20 baiis 
numbered 1 to 20, and a large urn with 200 balls numbered I to 200, whcre from each 
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a randorn ball will be drawn and its nurnber inspected. Many subjects prefer gambling 
on nurnbers 1-10 frorn the !arge urn- for, Iet us say, $100- to gambling on number 
1 frorn the srnall um ("I have rnore chances"), even though both event-contingent 
prospects generate the sarne probability-contingent prospect (I /20: 100, 19/20:0) 
(Kirkpatrick & Epstein 1992). This irnplies an empirical violation of Assumption 

2.1.2. D 

Exercise 2.1.1.0 Reconsider Exercise 1.6.7, with Paul and everyone agreeing that 
the P(Ej)'s = 1/t; are objective probabilities. Does Assumption 2.1.2 hold for Paul? D 

The rnost cornrnonly used rneasure on the real axis assigns to each interval [cx,ß] its 
length ß - cx, and to disjoint unions of intervals the sum of their separate lengths. lt is 
cal!ed the Lehesgue measure, often denoted 'f., and we will use it sornctimes. On the 
unit interval [0, 1) it is a probability measure. 

Exercise 2.1.2.0 Assurne weak ordering, and Assumption 2.1.2. 

(a) Assurne that S = [0,1) and that the probability measure P on S is the Lebesgue 
rneasure. Let x be the event-contingent prospcct ([0, Y3):3, [YJ,:Y3):8, [7'3, I ):2). What 
probability-contingent prospect is generated by x? Let y be thc event-contingent 
prospect ([0,1J):3, [1J,7'3):4, [7'3, I ):5). What probability-contingent prospect is 
generated by y? Assurne that y :;", x. Let f be the event-contingent prospect 
([0,1J):8, [1J,7'3):2, [%,1):3). Let g be the event-contingent prospect ([O,Y3):5, 
[1J,2h):4, [7'3, I ):3). What is the preference between fand g? 

(b) Consider the probability-contingent prospect (Y4:8,1/!:2). Define two different 
event-contingent prospects that generate it. D 

Example 2.1.4 [Regret (Bardsley et al. 2010 Box 3.5)]. Violations of Assumption 
2.1.2 rnay arise because of regret, whcre you may carc about correlations bctwcen 
outcomes (Bell 1982). Assurne that S = [0, I) is cndowed with thc Lebcsgue 
measure as objective probability P, reflecting a random choicc of u numbcr from 
[0, 1 ). Consider a preference 

([0, 1/r,): 10, [1A;, %) : 20, [%, :U;) : ~lO, [%, Vr;) : 40, [Vr;, r~t;) :50,[%, 1) :GO) -< 

([0, 1lö): 60, [1A;, %) : 10, [2/o, %) : 20, [%, Vr;) : :30, [Vr;, 'Ir;) : tlO, [%, 1) :50). 

Fishburn (1988 p. 273) and Loornes & Sugdcn (1982 Table 6) argued that this 
preference can be rational becausc thc rcgret for an uppcr choice undcr thc event 
of s<11ö will be very big, whereas thcrc is only low rcgret for the lowcr prospect 
under all other events. However, thc two cvcnt-contingcnt prospects generate the 
sarne probability-contingent prospect, assigning probability J;f; to each outcomc. 
Hence they rnust be equivalent under the assumption of decision undcr risk, and 
the preference violates dccision under risk. As the aforcrncntioned refcrences 
show, regret Ieads to violations of transitivity. Wc will throughout assurne Assump
tion 2.1.2 of decision undcr risk, and will not consider rcgrct or violations 

of transitivity. D 
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2.2 Decision undcr risk: basic conccpts 

In decision under risk, as in decision under uncertainty, the outcome set is R, with 
real numbers designating money. As defined in the preceding section, probability
contingent pro.\pects, or, briefly, prospects, are probability distributions over R that 
take only finitely many valueso 1 The generic notation for a prospect is (p 1 :x 1o 0 0 0' p11 : 

X11 ), yielding outcome Xj with probability Pi for each jo Here n is a natural numbcr that 
can be different for different prospectso Again, we often drop brackets, commas, and 
colons, writing p 1x10 0 op11 X11 if no confusion with multiplication is Iikcly to arise; 
another notation is p 1x1op2x2,p3x3• If there are only two outcomes and probabilities, 
then we often suppress the second probability and write x 1p

1 
x2 instead of (p 1 :x 1, p2: 

x2), and cxrß instead of (p:cx, I -p: ß)o Fora given prospect, thc probabilities Pi are thc 
outcome probabilitieso It is implicitly understood !hat outcome probabilities are 
nonnegative and sum to lo A prospect x, being a probability distribution over 
the reals, assigns to each interval in the reals the probability that the outcome of the 
prospect will fall into that interval. The preference relation over prospects is again 
denoted by ~ 0 

The figure illustrates the prospect p1;: 20, 110: 14,%: 12)0 The circle at the bcginning 
is a chance nodeo Branches Iead to the outcomeso The corresponding probabilities 
have been indicatedo 

~:: 
~12 
The next figure illustrates the riskless prospect (I: I 0). In general, a riskless, or 

degenerate, prospect yiclds one fixed outcome with probability I. It is identified with 
the outcome. For instance, the outcome 10 is iclentificd with the depictcd riskless 
prospect. 

0 10 

The following assumption is commonly made for decision under risk, and we makc 
it tooo It requires that the underlying state space that gcnerates the randomness is 
sufficiently rich to generate all probabilities. In particular, S is infinite. 

Asswnption 2.2 ol [Richness for decision und er risk]. Every probability distribution 
over the outcomes that takes only finitely many values is available in the preference 
domaino D 

1 Formally: There is a finite set of outcomcs that has probability I. 

J 
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Although probabilities are unknown in most practical decision situations, 
cases of known probabilities are still important. In such cases decision theory can 
be applied especially fruitfully, in particular if several persons are involved so 
that agreement and clear communication about probabilities are desirable. 
Decisions under risk can also serve as a useful benchrnark for general decisions 
under uncertainty , for example when defining attitudes towards ambiguity, as will 
be explained later. 

2.3 Decision under risk as a special case of decision under 
uncertainty; continued 

This is one of several sections in this book that can be skipped without loss of 
continuity. Such possibilities can be inferred from Appendix K. Hence, in similar 
cases in future sections this point will not be mentioned again. 

It is useful to keep in mind that decision under risk is a special case of decision 
under uncertainty with the underlying state space suppressed for the sake of conveni
ence. The state space describes the physical process that generates the randornness 
underlying the probabilities. The following example shows that for decision under 
risk without a state space specified, a state space (we will construct S = [0,1)) can 
always be defmed to serve as underlying state space after all, with respect to which 
Structural Assumption 1.2.1 (decision under uncertainty) is satisfied. 

Example 2.3 .1. We assume decision under uncertainty with the unit interval [0, 1) 
as (infmite) state space S, as in Examp1e 2.1.4. In what follows, it will be notationally 
convenient to have S and other events 1eft-closed and right-open (so that disjoint 
unions generate same kinds of events). We imagine that an arbitrary number will 
be drawn from S, and the true state s is the number that will be drawn. Event [%, %), 
for instance, refers to the event that the number drawn will weakly exceed % but 
will be strictly below %. An example of an event-contingent prospect is 
([0, %) : 20, [%, %) : 14, [%, 1) : 12), yielding outcome 20 if the number s drawn is 
less than %, yielding outcome 14 if % :S s < %, and yielding outcome 12 if 
% :S s < 1. W e will henceforth use event -contingent _prospects - random variables -
defined on intervals, such as x = ([O,q 1):xh [qhq2):xz, ... ,[qn- I>1):x0 ), yielding Xj if 

~- l :S s < ~· for 0 = qo < ql < · · · < qn = 1. 
We use the Lebesgue measure A. defined in §2.1 as probability measure on 

S = [0,1). Writing pj = ~ -~-I> the prospect x yields outcome x1 with probability 
P~>· .. , and outcome Xn with probability Pn· It constitutes a probability distribution 
p 1 x 1 ••• PnXn over the reals, with the P/ s the outcome probabilities. In other 
words, it generates a probability-contingent prospect. The event-contingent 
prospect ([0 , %) : 20 , [%, %) : 14, [%, 1) : 12), for example, generates the depicted 
probability-contingent prospect (% : 20, JA; : 14,% : 12). The event-contingent 
prospects ([0 , 113): 30, [113, 213) : 20, [213, 1): 10) and ([0, 113) : 20, [Yl, 213) : 
10, [213, 1) : 30) both yield the outcomes 10, 20, or 30, each with probability l/:3 , so 
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that both generate the probability-contingent prospect (lh : 10, Y3 : 20, 1h : 30). 
We assume Assumption 2.1.2. Assumptions 1.2.1 and 2.2.1 are also satisfied. 0 

The following example illustrates a case where both subjective and objective 
probabilities are given, and where they must agree. For simplicity, we assume 
expected value in the example. That the result holds in almost complete generality, 
also if expected value is not assumed, is shown after. 

Example 2.3.2 [Objective and subjective probabilities agree under expected value 
maximization]. Assurne Example 2.1.1. Further assume that decision under risk holds, 
and that the conditions of de Finetti 's Theorem 1.6.1 also hold. Then preferences 
maximize expected value with respect to a subjective probability measure Q that in 
principle might be different from P. We show 

Q=P. (2.3 .1) 

Explanation. The prospects (s 1:0, s2:100, s3:0) and (s 1:100, s2:0, s3:100) generate 
the same objective probability distribution over outcomes, namely 100~0. Hence, 
they are equivalent by the assumption of decision under risk. This implies that their 
subjective expected values, Q(s2)100 and (Q(s 1) + Q(s3)) 100, must be the same. 
Hence, Q(s2) = (Q(s 1) + Q(s3)) = ~. The prospects (s 1:100, s2:0, s3:0) and (s 1:0, s2:0, 
s3 : 100) also generate the same objective probability distribution over outcomes, 
namely ('k 100, %:0), and are therefore also equivalent by the assumption of decision 
under risk. Then Q(s 1)100 = Q(s3)100, and Q(s 1) = Q(s3) follows. Because these 
subjective probabilities sum to ~. each must be \4. We conclude that Eq. (2.3.1) 
holds. Hence, preferences maximize objective expected value in this example. 0 

The following exercise shows that, under mild assumptions, subjective probabil
ities must agree with objective probabilities, also if expected value maximization does 
not hold. This result will hold for all models considered later in this book. The result 
implies that the (subjective) probability models developed by de Finetti (1931a), 
Savage (1954), and others do not deviate from objective probability models, but 
generalize them by also incorporating situations in which no objective probabilities 
are given. There have been some misunderstandings about this issue, primarily in 
the psychological literature. It was sometimes believed, erroneously, that the 
("subjective") expected utility models of Savage (1954) and others were developed 
to allow subjective probabilities to deviate from objective probabilities (Edwards 
1954 pp. 396-397, corrected in Edwards 1962 p. 115; Lopes 1987 p. 258). In modern 
papers, the term subjective probability is still sometimes used in this unfortunate 
sense. This misunderstanding may have contributed to the unfortunate Separation 
between risk and uncertainty in some parts of the 1 i terature. Mosteller & N ogee ( 1951 
p. 398 and footnote 16) presented a clear and correct discussion. 

Exercise 2.3 .l b [Subjective probabilities must agree with objective probabi1ities 
under stochastic dominance]. Assurne that S = [0,1) with P the Lebesgue measure 
(P([a,b)) = b - a), and assume weak ordering. Define Ei = [lT, ~). Consider 
event-contingent prospects of the form E1x1 .•. E6x6, assigning xi to all states s in 
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the interval [9, ~). Assurne (deviating from Exercise 1.6.7) that decision under risk 
holds in two ways at the same time for the preference relation ~: it holds with respect 
to the objective probability measure P, but also with respect to a, possibly different, 
subjective probability measure Q. ote that this concems one and the same 
preference relation, for which both of these assumptions hold at the same time. 

Regarding P, the value of a prospect depends only on the probability distribution 
generated over outcomes through P. For example, the event-contingent pro pect 
100E 10, yielding 100 if the true state is below ~ and yielding zero otherwise, is 
equivalent to the event-contingent prospect 100E60, yielding 100 if the true state is at 
least % and yielding 0 otherwise. We further assume a strict stochastic dominance 
condition with respect to Q: lOOAO >- 1008 0 whenever Q(A) > Q(B). This condition 
holds, for instance, under EV maximization. Write 'li = Q(Ej)· Show that 
ql = ... = q6 = ~ . 

Comment.1 For any event E with objective probability P(E) = 1ti we can construct 
a 6-fold partition of S with E one ofthe elements and all elements ofthe partition having 
P-va1ue 1k It follows in the same way as in Exercise 2.3.1 that these events have 
Q-value ~. too. We can in the same way show that all events with objective probability 
1/m must also have subjective probability 1/m. By taking unions we see that all events 
with objective rational probabilities j/m have the same subjective probabilities j/m. 
It then readily follows (bounding between rational-probability sub- and supersets) 
that irrational (in the mathematical sense of being no fraction of integers) objective 
probabilities must also be identical to subjective probabilities. Hence, for rich event 
spaces, subjective probabilities must indeed agree with objective probabiJities. 

Further Comment. I briefly discuss Situations in which the result of this exercise can 
be violated. One assumption underlying our analysis is typical of decision theory and 
is made throughout this book: All prospects are conceivable and the preference 
relation is complete over all these conceivable prospects. De Finetti, more generally, 
proved his bookmaking theorem (Theorem 1.6.1) on any linear subspace of prospects. 
Such cases are important in finance. Financial markets are often incomplete, i.e. it 
carmot be assumed that all conceivable prospects are available. For example, a 
prospect lOOEO with E the event that the economy goes down dramatically and every 
one is losing is not plausible. It may then happen that the result of this exercise does 
not hold, and risk neutral market ("subjective") probabilities can deviate from 
objective statistical probabilities. The deviation may be generated by risk aversion 
and state dependence of utility (see Example 2.1.1; it will be defined formally later) 
for instance, with different marginal utilities for different events. This point is 
central to many works (Kadane & Winkler 1988; Karni 1996; Nau 2003 opening 
paragraph). The discrepancy between market probabilities and objective 
probabilities can be used to estimate risk aversion (Bliss & Panigirtzoglou 2004)_2 D 

2 Pfanzag1 (1968 Theorem 12.6.17) presented further resu1ts on the equality of objective and subjective 
probabi1ities. 
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Assignment 2.3.2 .b Assurne weak ordering, rnonotonicity, and Assurnption 2.1.2 
(decision under risk). Assurne S = [0,1), with the probability rneasure P on S the 
Lebesgue rneasure. Let x be the event-contingent prospect ([O, YJ):1 , [YJ ,7'3):2, [7'3,1):3), 
and Iet y be the event-contingent prospect ([O, YJ) :3 , [YJ,7'3):4, [7'3 ,1):2). Show that 
y >- X. D 

2.4 Choices under risk and decision trees 

Fig. 2.4.1a shows two prospects, the upper one yie1ding $80 with probability 0.5 and 
$60 with probability 0.5 , and the 1ower one yielding $95 with probabi1ity 0.5 and $70 
with probability 0.5. The figure displays a choice situation in which you have to 
choose between the upper and the lower prospect. The square is a decision node; that 
is, it indicates a situation in which you must choose. Such figures are read frorn left to 
right. For instance, Fig. a illustrates a situation where flrst you arrive at the square 
node and have to choose if you prefer up or down. If you choose up, you end up in the 
circle designating the prospect 80~60. If you choose down, you receive 95~ 70. Fig. b 
again starts with a decision node where you are to decide which way to go, up or 
down. Then chance nodes result where chance decides where to go. In Fig. b you have 
to choose between two prospects each yielding $40 or $20, yielding the higher 
outcorne with probability 0.7 (after up in the decision node) or with probability 0.6 
(after down in the decision node). 

Exercise 2.4.1.a Determine in each ofthe eight situations depicted in Figure 2.4.1 
whether you prefer the upper or the lower prospect. Keep your answers for 
later use. D 

(c) (d) 
...................... , 

re~·, 

~10x1 

0 10 ~~: ~~: 
0 

10 X 106 

Figure 2.4.1 
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The choice Situations in (a), (b), and (c) were trivial. The lower prospect in (a) 
results from the upper one by replacing the outcome 80 by the outcome 95 and the 
outcome 60 by the outcome 70. In other words, the lower prospect simply gives better 
outcomes. It is therefore obvious that the lower prospect is preferable. In (b), the 
upper prospect results from the lower one by shifting 0.1 probability mass from the 
bad outcome 20 to the good outcome 40, which again is a definite improvement. 
In (c), the lower prospect results from the upper one by replacing both outcomes 
by the worse outcome 50 (or, by shifting all probability mass from the outcomes 80 
and 60 to the worse outcome 50) and, hence, it is obvious that the upper prospect 
is preferable. 

If you are indifferent, in Fig. 2.4.1 e, between the upper and the lower prospect, then 
your certainty equivalent for the upper prospect is $10 x 106

. It implies that you 
would equally welllike to receive $10 x 106 for sure as $50 x 106 with probability 
0.8 (and nothing with probability 0.2). 

Exercise 2.4.2.a Substitute your own certainty equivalent for both prospects 
depicted in Figure 2.4.2. 

w ~ 
,----------------------l ,----------------------l 
I I I I 

!~96 CY- ... ! !~4 CY- ... ! 
1~0 11~0 1 
I 0.05 I I 0.03 I 
I I I I 
L----------------------~ L----------------------~ 

Figure 2.4.2 

D 

Further discussion of the choices is postponed until §2.8, although it can be under
stood at this stage so that interested readers can read §2.8 immediately. 

Finally, we defme risk aversion and risk seeking. Although these concepts will be 
analyzed only in later chapters, they are defined here to stress their theory-free status. 
They concem phenomena regarding preferences without any theory assumed. Unfor
tunately, risk aversion is often confused with concave utility (concepts defined later) 
in the economic literature. As always in this book, preference without qualification 
refers to weak preference and not to strict preference. 

Definition 2.4 .1. 

• Risk aversion holds if every prospect is less preferred than its expected value. 
• Risk seeking holds if every prospect is preferred to its expected value. 
• Risk neutrality holds if every prospect is indifferent to its expected value. D 
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Risk aversion implies, for example, 50 ~ 100~0, and risk seeking implies 50 =<. 100~0. 

Risk neutrality means that both risk aversion and risk seeking hold, and it is just another 
name for expected value maxirnization. Then 50 rv 100~0. It was used in Chapter 1. 

2.5 Expected utility and utility measurement 

De Finetti 's Theorem 1.6.1 gave a behavioral foundation for expected value maxi
mization for decision under uncertainty. The result can be applied to decision under 
risk as weil. Exercise 2.3.1 and its comment showed that objective and subjective 
probabilities usually agree. Hence, Theorem 1.6.1, when stated for decision under 
risk, can serve as a behavioral foundation for expected value maximization. 

For expected value maximization under risk there are no free subjective parameters 
in the model. Preferences are uniquely determined and all expected value maximizers 
behave the same way. With probabilities and outcomes given, we can immediately 
calculate expected value. The expected value criterion is thus directly observable by 
itself and does not need a behavioral foundation. It is its own, trivial, behavioral 
foundation so to speak. In terms of expected utility for uncertainty defined later, 
expected value for decision under risk concems the special case where both probabil
ities and utilities are known, so that nothing about decision attitude remains to be 
discovered. 

Table 1.5.4 of finance with bankruptcy at - 70K illustrated a case where outcomes 
were so !arge that violations of expected value were plausible. The rest of this chapter 
examines this case for decision under risk. Henceforth, probabilities are known but 
now utilities will be unknown. The following illustration of a violation of expected 
value is not very realistic and has a didactical confound (the complexities of infmity). 
To my surprise, experience has shown that it still works weil didactically because 
students like it. The example is historically important because it led Bemoulli (1738) 
to develop expected utility. We will retum to the example with Bemoulli's explan
ation later. 

Example 2.5 .1 [St. Petersburg paradox]. Consider the following game. A fair coin 
will be flipped until the frrst heads shows up. If heads shows up at the kth flip, then 
you receive $2k. Thus, immediate heads gives only $2, and after each tails the amount 
doubles. After 19 tails you are sure to be a millionaire. Think for yourself how 
much it would be worth to you to play this game. 
The expected value of the game is 

1h X 2 + 1/4 X 4 + !Al X 8 + 11J.6 X 16 + · · · = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + · · · = 00. 

Thus if you maximize expected value, then this game is worth more to you 
than any amount of money. In reality , people pay considerably less to participate in 
the game, something like $5 (as Bemoulli wrote based on casual observations), 
showing that expected value does not hold empirically when !arge amounts are 
involved. D 
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In Chapter 1 we fust introduced a nurnber of plausible preference conditions. 
We then came to the, possibly surprising, conclusion that a specific preference 
rnodel was irnplied, narnely EV. §1.8 further discussed general features of such 
behavioral foundations. We could present all behavioral foundations in the sarne 
spirit, especially those with a normative status. For brevity's sake, we will not do 
so. We follow a different systern henceforth, as stated in the Introduction. It is shorter 
and can be applied both normatively and descriptively, and is as follows. First an 
ernpirical rneasurernent of the subjective pararneters is described that relates thern 
directly to preferences. Next, consistency of rneasurernent gives a behavioral 
foundation. 

We sumrnarize the structural assurnption needed for the following analysis. It is 
implied by Assurnptions 1.2.1 (decision under uncertainty) , 2.1.2 (decision under 
risk), and 2.2.1 (richness), as can be seen. 

Structural Assumption 2.5.2 [Decision under risk and richness]. ;,;.. is a preference 
relation over the set of all (probability-contingent) prospects, i.e., over all finite 
probability distributions over the outcorne set IR. 0 

Definition 2.5.3. Under Structural Assurnption 2.5.2, expected utility (EU) holds if 
there exists a strictly increasing function U, the utility (junction), frorn the outcorne 
set to IR, such that the evaluation depicted in Figure 2.5.1 represents preferences. 0 

p, 

p1 U(x1) + · · ·+ p0U(X0) 

> ~---------.---------~ 

Figure 2.5.1 

the expected utility 
(EU) of the prospect 

Under EU, the utility function is the subjective parameter characterizing the 
decision rnaker. The following exercise shows how to derive decisions frorn the EU 
rnodel. Its elaboration is irnrnediately given in the rnain text. 

Exercise 2.5 .1.0 Assurne EU with U(O) = 0, U(l00) = 1, U(81) = 0.9. Determine 
the preference between 1000.90 and 1 00o.181. 0 

In Exercise 2.5.1 
EU(l000.90) = 0.90 x U(IOO) + 0.10 x U(O) = 0.90; 
EU(l000.181) = 0.10 x U(IOO) + 0.90 x U(81) = 0.10 + 0.81 = 0.91. 
Hence 1000 . 181 has the higher EU and is preferred. 

Exercise 2.5.2.0 Assurne EU with U(cr) = fo. Determine the preference between 
490.916 and 81o.7 16. 0 
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Example 2.5.4 [St. Petersburg paradox explained using EU]. Consider Example 2.5.1. 
Bemoulli argued that expected utility with a logarithmic utility function is 
plausible. Then the expected utility of the game is 

Hence the certainty equivalent is $4, fitting Bemoulli 's ernpirical clairns well. D 

As in §1.3, we can use the elicitation rnethod, and derive properties of utility 
frorn observed choices. Part (a) of the following exercise, and what follows, 
illustrate this point. The exercise illustrates the applicability of expected utility, 
with sorne choices used to assess the rnodel and this assessment subsequently 
used to predict new choices. Its elaboration is given irnmediately following the 
exercise. 

E.xercise 2.5.3.a Assurne that you observe sorne preferences of an agent. You know 
that the agent satisfies EU, and can set U(O) = 0 and U(lOO) = 1. 

(a) Assurne that 50 "' 1000.580 for the agent. What is U(50)? 
(b) Under the indifference in part (a), you can predict the agent's preference 

between (0.40: 100, 0.20:50, 0.40:0) and (0.33: 100, 0.33:50, 0.34:0). What is it? 

Elaboration. 

(a) Because of the equivalence, U(50) = EU(1000.580) = 0.58 x 1 + 0.42 x 0 = 0.58. 
(b) EU(0.40: 100, 0.20:50, 0.40:0) = 0.40 X 1 + 0.20 X 0.58 + 0.40 X 0 = 

0.40 + 0.116 + 0 = 0.516. 

EU(0.33: 100, 0.33:50, 0.34:0) = 0.33 X 1 + 0.33 X 0.58 + 0.34 X 0 = 0.33 + 
0.191 + 0 = 0.521. 

The latter prospect has the higher EU and is preferred. D 

Exercise 2.5.4.a Assurne EU with U(O) = 0 and U(IOO) = 1. 

(a) Assurne that 60"' 1000.700 for the agent. What is U(60)? 
(b) Under the indifference in part (a), what is the preference between 600.700 

and 1 OOo.490? D 

The best way to leam about the generaJ way to rneasure utility is to invent it by 
yourself. You can do so in the following exercise. Jts elaboration is given next in the 
rnain text. 

Exercise 2.5.5.a Assurne EU with U(O) = 0 and U(100) = 1. What kind of 
preferences should you observe to flnd out what U(30) and U(70) are? D 

3 Second ''= '' : l:j:d2-i = 2:):1 2-i + 2:): 1U -1)2-i = 1 + 1hl:j:2U -1)2-U-1) = 1 + 1hl:j:1 j2-i. 
Then 2:):1 j2-J = 2. 
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Figure 2.5.2 Two indifferences and the resulting U curve. 

30 70 100 -$ 

Measuring utility. To analyze risky decisions, we want to measure utility U. 
Figure 2.5.2 shows an example. Assurne EU with the normalization U(O) = 0 and 
U(lOO) = 1. 

The ftrst indifference implies 

U(30) = 0.40 x U(lOO) + 0.60 x U(O) = 0.40. 

The second indifference implies 

U(70) = 0.80 X U(lOO) + 0.20 X U(O) = 0.80. 

The graph in Figure 2.5.2 then results from linear interpolation. 
In general, assume two ftxed outcomes M > m, and assume that we have normal

ized U(m) = 0 and U(M) = 1. (In Figure 2.5.2, m = 0 and M = 100.) We will see later 
(Exercise 2.6.4) that we may always assume such normalized utility values. For 
each outcome CJ. such that M ~ CJ. ~ m, we can elicit the standard-gamble (SG) 
probability with respect to m and M, being the probability p suchthat the equivalence 
in Figure 2.5 .3 holds. Applying EU gives 

U(a) = pU(M) + (1 - p)U(m) = p [the SG Eq.] (2.5.1) 

In other words, U(a) is simply the SG probability p. Exercises 2.5.3a and 2.5.4a 
illustrated this procedure. 

·-C: 
1- p 

Figure 2.5.3 The SG probability p of a.. 
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The SG method directly relates utility to decisions, in a very simple manner. 
The method shows how to make exchanges between outcomes and probability. 
This way outcomes and probabilities become commensurable. Through a SG 
consistency condition defined later, this commensurability will capture the essence 
of EU. Surveys of utility measurement under EU are in Farquhar (1984) and Seid! & 
Traub (1999). 

Assignment 2.5.6.c This assignment does not concem binary choice, as does most 
of this book, but it concems choosing from a continuum of prospects. 

{15ß 
Y2 -ß 

(a) Assurne that you can invest an amount ß at your discretion in a stock that with 
Y2 probability yields a retum of 2.5ß and, thus, a profit of 1.5ß. There is a 
probability Y2 of ruin, in which case you lose your investment ß. You maxirnize 
EU, with utility function U(a.) = 1 - e-cx. How much do you invest? What are 
the resulting EU and CE? 

(b) The same question, but now U(a.) = 1 - e-ecx for a general 8 > 0. 
(Hint: SUbstitute 8a. for a. in part (a)). D 

2.6 Consistency of measurement and a behavioral foundation 
of expected utility 

We assume in this chapter, as we do throughout this book, that the outcome set is IR. It 
can be seen, though, that the behavioral foundation of expected utility presented in 
Theorem 2.6.3, and the analysis of this whole chapter, hold for general outcome sets, 
and that we never need the outcome set tobe IR . The only change required for general 
outcomes is that inequalities between outcomes such as M > m be replaced by 
preferences between outcomes such as M >-- m. 

A necessary condition for EU to hold, and for the measurement of utility to work 
weil, is that a probability p to solve the indifference in Figure 2.5.3 exists for all M > 
a. > m. This requirement is called standard-gamble (SG) solvability. It is the only 
continuity-like condition needed in the analysis to follow. It entails that the probabil
ity scale is at least as refmed as the outcome scale. Solvability conditions are less 
restrictive and better capture the empirical meaning of a model than continuity (which 
essentially needs connectedness of the reals in preference foundations; Luce et al. 
1990 p. 49 1. 10; Wakker 1988). 

Another immediate implication of EU, based on utility being strictly increasing, 
is as follows. 
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Standard-gamble (SG) dominance. For all outcomes M > m and probabilities p > q: 

ct~ ' ct~ 
1-p 1-q 

Moving positive probability mass from an outcome to a strictly better outcome 
entails a strict improvement. The condition is a weak version of stochastic dominance 
(defined later). 

Exercise 2.6.1.0 Assurne EU. Verify, for generat U(M) > U(m), that p = (U(cx)
U(m))/(U(M)-U(m)) in Figure 2.5.3. D 

Exercise 2.6.2.b Show that SG dominance holds under EU. In other words, assume 
a preference relation over prospects that can be represented by EU. Show that the 
preference relation satisfies SG dominance. D 

Exercise 2.6.3.b Assurne weak ordering, SG dominance, and SG solvability. Show, 
for M > m, that for the SG probability p in Figure 2.5.3: 

(a) p is uniquely detennined. 
(b) If cx "' m, then p = 0. 
(c) If cx "' M, then p = 1. 

( d) If m < cx < M, then 0 < p < I. D 

The following exercise deals with an important property of the utility function in 
expected utility. If you have no clue how to resolve the exercise, then a comment 
similar to the one preceding Exercise 1.3.4 applies. You probably have not yet fully 
internalized the conceptual meaning of decision models. A rethinking of Defmition 
2.5.3 and Exercise 2.5.3, and a rereading of some of the preceding text, may then be 
useful. Alchian (1953) gives a didactic and detailed account of the empiricaJ meaning 
of utility and of the following exercise. 

Exercise 2 .6.410 [Free Ievel and unit of U]. Show that, if EU holds with a utility 
function U- i.e., the expectations of U as in Figure 2.5.1 represent preferences- then 
so does EU with utiJity function U* = -r + crU, where -r E IR and cr > 0. D 

Exercise 2.6.4 shows that we can nonnalize the utility scaJe as we like, and choose 
where U will be 0 and 1. 

Exercise 2.6.5.c Assurne EU. Show that U is continuous if and onJy if there exists 
a certainty equivalent for each prospect. D 

The implications of EU just described are relatively uncontroversial. We now turn 
to the most interesting, and most controversiaJ, implication - the well-known inde
pendence condition. We consider here a version called standard gamble consistency, 
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which states the condition in terms of consistency of utility measurement. Most 
normative discussions of EU concern the independence condition. Empirical tests 
of EU and its alternatives usually examine how independenc;e is violated, and most 
nonexpected utility models weaken independence in specific ways. Such alternative 
models will be presented later. 

In a perfect world where EU would hold perfectly well, the utility measurement 
through the SG probability in Figure 2.5.3 would provide exact measurements of 
U that would give perfect predictions. Unfortunately, there usually are measure
ment errors and biases, and models do not hold perfectly weiL McCord & de 

eufville ( 1986) criticized the SG method for being particularly prone to empirical 
biases. The main reason isthat this method involves a riskless outcome a, and such 
outcomes are often evaluated in deviating manners, generating violations of EU. 
It may, therefore, be safer to avoid their use. McCord & de Neufville, and several 
other authors (Carthy et al. 1999 §2; Davidson, Suppes, & Siegel 1957; Officer & 
Halter 1968 p. 259), recommended embedding SG indifferences as in Figure 2.5.3 
into more complex risky choice prospects. To prepare for this embedding, we 
discuss the (probabilistic) mixing of prospects such as X"AY, clarified in the next 
example. 

Krampie 2.6.1 [Probabilistic mixing of prospects]. Consider the left-hand two-stage 
prospect in Figure 2.6.1. In the first chance node there is a Y2 probability of going 
up and a Y2 probability of going down. If up, the prospect 2001130 results. These Y:J and 
Y:J probabilities are conditional probabilities, being conditional on the event of 
going up. The other probabilities are similar. The probability of receiving $200 is, 
therefore, 112 x Y3 = Y6, the probability of $100 is also Y6 , and the probability of 0 
is 112 x 2h + 112 x 2h = %. That is, the probability distribution is the same as in the 
right-hand prospect. 

'h 200 
Y. 200 

0 

100 

100 

0 
0 

o/, 

Figure 2.6.1 

0 

Definition 2.6.2. For general prospects x, y, and 0 :::; /... :::; 1, the mixture depicted 
in Fig. 2.6.2a, also denoted x"Ay, is the prospect that assigns, to each outcome a, /... 
times the probability of a under x plus 1-/... times the probability of a under y. 
It is called a (probabilistic) mixture of x and y. 0 
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Figure 2.6.2 

In Figure 2.6.1, x was the prospect in Fig. 2.6.2b, y was the one in Fig. 2.6.2c, and A. 
was \12 . The mixture XA.Y can be thought of as resulting from a two-stage procedure, 
where in the frrst stage prospect x results with probability A. and prospect y with 
probability 1-A., and in the second stage the prospect resulting from the ftrst stage 
(x or y, as the case may be) is played out.4 Figure 2.6.3 shows another example. 

(A.=%) 

y.. 
8 

Ys 8 
5 

5 
0 

The mixture x415y 
and is equal to can be depicted as 

5 2 

0 

% 
2 

Figure 2.6.3 

4 This footnote is meant tobe read only by specialists in decision theory. lt concems the reduction of compound 
Iatteries (= prospects) assurnption. If mixtures of prospects are interpreted as physically resulting from a two
stage procedure as just described, with physical time proceeding, then the reduction of compound prospects 
assumption is used, which entails that probabilities of subsequent chance nodes are multiplied. In our analysis, 
the only objects considered are one-stage prospects. Two-stage illustrations are only a didactic device for 
depicting one-stage prospects. 
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I next discuss linearity of EU in probabilities. Because this property is irnportant for 
understanding EU, I shall explain it in some detail. We ftrst consider this property for 
general integrals. If with probability ~ you receive a prospect with expected return 
$100, and with probability ~ you receive a prospect with expected return $200, then 
your expected return is Y2 x 100 + ~ x 200 = 150. If you receive a medical treatment 
where: 

• with probability '1<1 people live for another 40 years on average, 
• with probability % people live for another 4 years on average, 

then on average you live for another 1Ä x 40 + % x 4 = 10 + 3 = 13 years. 
In general, if prospect x has an expectation (of money, life duration, or whatever) 

EV(x) and prospect y has an expectation EV(y), then receiving x with probability f... 
and y with probability 1-f... has expectation f...EV(x) + (1-f...)EV(y). This means that 
expectation is linear with respect to probabilistic mixing. The result holds in particu
lar for EU, that is, not only if the expectation concerns money or life years, but also if 
the expectation concerns utility. If x has expected utility EU(x), and y has expected 
utility EU(y), then receiving x with probability f... and y with probability 1-f... has 
expected utility f...EU(x) + (1-f...)EU(y). 

Exercise 2.6.6.0 Show that EU is linear in probability; i.e. , EU(x~..y) = f...EU(x) + 
(1-f...)EU(y). D 

We now return to the idea of McCord & de Neufville (1986). They proposed to 
consider equivalences such as in Figure 2.6.4, rather than the SG equivalences of 
Figure 2.5.3. They called the resulting measurement method the lottery-equivaJent 
method. Basically, the same indifference is elicited as in Figure 2.5.3, but now rJ. and 
the equivalent SG-prospect have been rnixed with another "common" prospect C. 
This way they avoid the use of riskless prospects. 

' rl" c["- L:="m 
1-A. c 1-A. c 

Figure 2.6.4 The lottery-equivalent method of McCord & de eufville (1986) (A. > 0). 

Because of the linearity in probability of EU (Exercise 2.6.6), the EU of the left 
prospect in the figure is f...U(rJ.) + (1-f...)EU(C), and of the right prospect it is f...(pU(M) + 
(1-p)U(m)) + (1-f...)EU(C). The equality of these expected utilities irnplies the sarne 
equality U(rJ.) = pU(M) + (1-p)U(m) = p as resulting from the SG equivalence of 
the preceding section (the SG Eq. (2.5.1)).5 

5 Cancel the common term (1-A.)EU(C), divide by the positive A., and set again U(m) = 0 and U(M) = I. 
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In a perfect world where EU would hold perfectly well, there would be no 
inconsistencies in observations. Then it would not matter if we use Figure 2.5.3 or 
Figure 2.6.4 to measure p, and p should be the same in both figures. This identity 
requirement is called standard-gamble (SG) consistency. Then the indifference in 
Figure 2.5.3 should always imply the indifference in Figure 2.6.4. This implication is 
stated formally in Figure 2.6.5. 

p 
M 

SG consistence holds if 

·-L: (" m 
implies 1-p 

1-p 1-A. c 1-A. 

for all outcomes a, M, m, all probabilities p and A., and all prospects C. 

Figure 2.6.5 

The condition has normative appeal. If the left indifference in Figure 2.6.5- i.e., the 
indifference in Figure 2.5.3- holds, then in the right indifference (Figure 2.6.4) you 
receive the same C for both prospects if going down (1-A.), and equivalent things if 
going up (A.), so that you are equally well off in either case. Hence, the two compound 
prospects seem to be equally attractive to you. The following theorem shows that SG 
consistency, a weak: version of the well -known independence condition (see next 
section) tagether with some natural conditions, is not only necessary, but also suffi
cient, for EU. Von Neumann & Morgenstern (1947) presented a first version of this 
theorem, but their result was incomplete. Several authors have subsequently contrib
uted to variations of the result (Fishbum 1970 p. 103). The following theorem is yet 
another variation. 

Theorem 2.6.3 [EU for risk]. Under Structural Assumption 2.5.2 (decision under 
risk and richness), the following two statements are equivalent. 

(i) Expected utility holds. 
(ii) ~ satisfies: 

• weak ordering; 
• SG solvability; 
• SG dominance; 
• SG consistency. D 

We saw, in Exercise 2.6.4, that the utility U can be replaced by any U* = 1: + crU for 
real 1: and positive cr. Here cr is the unit parameter because it determines the unit of 
measurement and 1: is the Levelparameter because it affects absolute Ievels of utility. 
It tums out that no other utility functions are possible than the ones just described. 
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In general, a function in a particular model is unique up to unit and Level if it can be 
replaced by another function if and only if the other function differs by unit and level. 
We also call such functions interval scales. The term cardinal has also been used to 
refer to this mathematical property, but this term has many interpretational connota
tions. We therefore will not use it. 

Observation 2.6.3' [Uniqueness result for Theorem 2.6.3]. In EU, utility is unique 
up to level and unit. 0 

Comment 2.6.4 [Organization of measurements and behavioral foundations; 
the five-step presentation]. The line of presentation leading to Theorem 2.6.3 is 
typical of the presentation of decision models throughout this book. It involved 
the following five steps: (1) The model, EU, was defmed in Definition 2.5.3, 
with utility as subjective parameter; (2) Exercises 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 showed how 
to derive decisions from the model 's parameters; (3) Exercises 2.3-2.5 and 
Eq. (2.5 .1 ) presented the elicitation method for deriving the model 's parameters 
from decisions; (4) §2.6 presented consistency conditions for measurements; (5) 
the consistency conditions for measurements gave a behavioral foundation in 
Theorem 2.6.3. o 

Comment 2.6.5 [Variance of utility]. It may be surprising that only the 
probability-weighted average of utility plays a role under EU, and no other aspects 
of the utility distribution. Receiving a utility of 0.6 for sure is equated with receiving 
utility 1 with probability 0.6 and utility 0 with probability 0.4. It may seem that the 
risk and, for instance, the variance of the utility received should also be relevant 
and that they are inappropriately ignored here (Gandjour 2008 p. 1210; Rode et al. 
1999 p. 271). The key to understanding why this is not so, and to understanding 
the essence of utility, lies in the SG Figure 2.5.3. Because utility is measured in 
this way, essentially in terms of probabilities, it becomes commensurable with 
probability and risk. The critical condition of EU, SG consistency, implies that the 
exchange rate between value and risk as measured in the SG equivalence is 
universally valid, also within complex decision trees. In this manner, all of probability 
and risk that is relevant for the preference value of prospects is captured by utility and 
its average. 0 

2.7 Independence and other preference conditions for expected utility 

In the literature, many variations have been used of the preference conditions pre
sented in the preceding section. Somewhat stronger (more restrictive) than SG 
consistency is the substitution principle: 

x - y implies ct' -ct' 
1-A. c 1-A. c 
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It entails that replacing a prospect in a mixture by another equally good prospect 
does not affect the preference value of the rnixture. SG consistency concemed the 
special case where x was a sure outcome and y a two-outcome prospect. Yet stronger 
is the independence condition, a condition most often used in the literature for 
behavioral foundations of EU: 

"- A. 

x>yimplies cLx > cLY 

1-A. c 1-A. c 

It entails that improving a prospect in a mixture improves the mixture. Substitution 
follows by first applying independence with x :;" y and then with x ~ y. A violation of 
independence suggests a violation of a conservation-of-preference principle, alluded 
to before when discussing Dutch books. Although I will not try to formalize this 
general idea, the following reasoning may be suggestive: If the preference between 
the mixtures were reversed so that replacing x by y in the mixture would lead to a 
strictly preferred prospect, then we would have created positive preference value by 
keeping C fixed and worsening x. It signals that there must be some positive 
interaction between C and y (or negative between C and x). Given that in no possible 
physical world C and x, or C and y, can coexist (you never receive both C and x, or 
both C and y), the interaction must be purely psychological, occurring only in the 
mind of the decision maker. The decision maker is, magically, creating value out of 
nothing but own imagination. 

lndependence, and its weakenings presented here, may seem to be completely 
self-evident at frrst sight, and I also think they are normatively compelling. However, 
these conditions have many implications, and many people, upon examining 
the implications, come to reject independence as a universal normative principle. As 
the psychologist Duncan Luce once put it (Luce 2000 §2.4.2), "Although this line of 
rational argument seems fairly compelling in the abstract, it loses its force in some 
concrete Situations." We will retum to criticisms of independence in later sections. 

Because SG consistency is weaker than independence, the implication of (ii) ::::} (i) 
in Theorem 2.6.3 (EU for risk) with SG consistency is a stronger result than it would 
be if independence were to replace SG consistency. The result with independence 
follows as an immediate corollary of the result with SG consistency and this does not 
hold the other way around. In this sense, SG consistency is a more useful preference 
condition. 

In many applications, the implication (i) ::::} (ii) in Theorem 2.6.3 is useful. Strang 
preference conditions may be interesting in such applications. For example, if we 
want to falsify EU empirically, then it will be easier to obtain violations 
of independence than of SG consistency. Because independence is stronger than SG 
consistency, violations of the form er are easier to detect than violations of the latter. 
For example, if there are no indifferences in our data then SG consistency cannot be 
falsified in any direct manner, but independence can be. This will happen, for 
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instance, when we discuss the Allais paradox in §4.12. This paradox directly falsifies 
independence, showing that EU is violated, but it does not directly falsify SG consist
ency. Hence, it is useful to know various preference conditions for decision theories, 
and not only the weakest ones that give the most general behavioral foundations. 

In the presence of the other conditions for EU, SG dominance implies a very 
natural condition, usually considered a hallmark of rationality, namely (first-order) 
stochastic dominance: shifting probability mass from an outcome to a preferred 
outcome should Iead to a preferred prospect. In other words, the more money the 
better. This preference condition extends SG dominance to general prospects with 
possibly more than two outcomes, using weak (unqualified) rather than strict prefer
ence. As will be explained later, the condition defined here is equivalent to other 
formulations used in the literature, stated in terms of distribution functions or 
irnprovements of outcomes. 

Exercise 2 .7.1. !a Show that EU implies stochastic dominance. D 

Exercise 2.7.2.b Use Exercise 2.6.6 to show that EU irnplies independence. D 
The following variation of independence is similar to Savage's (1954) sure-thing 
principle, requiring that preference be independent of common outcomes, and defmed 
later for uncertainty (Eq. (4.8.1)). We call it the sure-thing principle for risk, and it is 
defined in Figure 2. 7 .1. It can be seen that independence and this condition are, in 
general, logically independent. In the presence of natural conditions plus a probabil
istic continuity condition they become equivalent. Hence, the sure-thing principle for 
risk could also be used to obtain a preference foundation for EU. We do not elaborate 
on this point. 

p p 
ß ß 
x2 Y2 

~ implies 

Xm Yn 

Figure 2.7.1 The sure-thing principle for risk. 
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Exercise 2.7.3/a Show that EU implies the sure-thing principle for risk. D 

2.8 Basic choice inconsistencies 

The following exercise will be discussed immediately in the text that follows. 

Exercise 2 .B.l.a Substitute your own certainty equivalent for both prospects 
depicted in Figure 2.8.1. 
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Figure 2.8.1 

D 

Viotations of EU will be discussed in 1ater chapters, and the choices in Figure 2.4.1 
will then play a rote. This section only discusses some viotations of genera1 
choice princip1es, reveated by the choices in Figures 2.4.1, 2.4.2, and 2.8.1. The choice 
in Fig. 2.4.1d can be related to Figs. 2.4.2b and 2.8.1 b, where the two prospects reappear. 
It is natural that the prospect that you preferred in Fig. 2.4.1 d had the highest certainty 
equiva1ent. If this is not the case for you, then a viotation of stochastic dominance or 
transitivity can be derived from your choices. Empirically, a majority of subjects exhibit 
such a violation. That is, they choose the upper prospect in Fig. 2.4.1 d but assign a lower 
CE to it in Fig. 2.4.2b relative to Fig. 2.8.lb. These violations are known as preference 
reversals (Bardsley et al. 2010 Box 3.4). 

The certainty equivalents in Figs. 2.4.2a and Fig. 2.8.la can also be related to each 
other. The prospect in Fig. 2.8.1 a dominates the one in Fig. 2.4.2a because the 0 
outcome has been reptaced by the better outcome 24. Hence, the prospect in 
Fig. 2.8.1 a should be preferred to the one in Fig. 2.4.2a. It shoutd, therefore, have a 
higher certainty equivatent. If your certainty equivalent in Fig. 2.8.la was lower than 
in Fig. 2.4.2a, then a violation of stochastic dominance or transitivity can be derived 
from your choices. Empirically, a majority of subjects exhibitsuch a violation. (You 
were exposed to about the most tricky stimuli that this field has developed.) This 
choice anomaly was first discovered by Birnbaum et al. (1992). Their explanation is 
that zero outcomes generate special biases, with people sometimes overweighting 
their rote but on other occasions, such as here, improperly ignoring them. 

Empirical fmdings such as those just discussed are notorious because they reveal 
many violations of rationality requirements, such as transitivity or stochastic domin
ance. The prevalence of such anomalies has ted some authors to conctude that 
studying individual preference is a hopetess task because, as they argue, such anom
alies clearly show that we are not measuring "true values" in any sense, and we are 
only measuring random choices. Such views are captured in pessimistic versions of 
the constructive view of preference, discussed by Slovic (1995). There remain, 
fortunately, enough regutarities in data to make the empirical study of decision theory 
worthwhile. In addition, for many decisions, individual preferences and utitities are 
the crucial and decisive factors. We then have to measure them as weil as we can, 
no matter what the difficulties are. Optimistic versions of the constructive view 
of preference argue that we, decision analysts, aware of the deficiencies of our 
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measurement instruments, should work and interact more with clients, "not as archae
ologists, carefully uneavering what is there, but as architects, working to build a 
defensible expression ofvalue" (Gregory, Lichtenstein, & Slovic 1993 p. 179). Using 
interactive sessions we can get more out of fewer subjects. 

Whereas it is common jargon in the field to refer to choice anomalies as irration
alities and biases on the part of the decision makers, it may be argued that 
these anomalies are a problern of our measurement instruments rather than of the 
decision makers. The purported biases and irrationalities are usually discovered in 
experimental measurements of preference values. Such measurements, especially if 
based on hypothetical choice - as done in Figures 2.4.1, 2.4.2, and 2.8.1 - are hard 
to relate to for subjects. When answering the questions conceming these figures, you 
may have feit that your answers were at least in part random. Thus our measurement 
instruments, even if the best conceivable, do not perfectly tap into the value systems 
of subjects. In measurements of preference and value it is, therefore, desirable to 
clarify the nature of stimuli to subjects as much as possible, and to use real 
incentives in descriptive studies whenever possible. 

For prescriptive purposes, a big value of decision theory lies in uneavering 
anomalies such as those just described. Such anomalies do exist in individual choices 
and indeed cannot reflect true values. By revealing such anomalies, decision theory 
can show people that in some situations they are not following their true value system, 
and that they can and should improve their decisions in such situations. In other 
words, in such Situations decision theory can bring new insights and improve deci
sions. It can do this by using simple consistency checks, without any need to know the 
exact true values of a client. As pointed out by Raiffa (1961), it is not problematic but, 
rather, essential for prescriptive applications of decision theory that violations of the 
rational models exist in natural behavior. 

Appendix 2.9 Proof of Theorem 2.6.3 and Observation 2.6.3' 

The proof of Theorem 2.6.3 is simple. It makes a crucial achievement of EU 
transparent, namely that EU provides commensurability between outcomes and 
probability. SG measurements settle the exchange rate between outcomes and prob
abilities, and this exchangerate should subsequently apply to all Situations. This is the 
idea underlying the proof. 

It was explained in the main text that the preference conditions are necessary for EU. 
We, henceforth, assume the preference conditions and derive EU. Take two outcomes 
M > m. Defme U(m) = 0 and U(M) = I for now. Foreach m < a. < M defme U(a.) as 
the SG probability of a. (Figure 2.5.3), which can be done because of SG solvability. 
Consider a prospect with all outcomes between m and M. Figure 2.9.1 is explained next. 

The frrst equivalence follows from SG consistency, by replacing the riskless 
prospect Xj by its equivalent standard garnble. The second equivalence follows the 
same way, by repeated application. The equality is by multiplication of probabilities. 
Every prospect is thus equivalent to the prospect that with a probability equal to the 
EU of the original prospect yields outcome M, and outcome m otherwise. By SG 
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m 

Figure 2.9.1 

dominance, the latter prospects, having only m and M as outcomes, are ordered by 
their EU. By transitivity, so are all prospects with outcomes between m and M. 
Wehave proved that EU holds on the domain of those prospects. 

For the uniqueness result in Observation 2.6.3' applied to the domain of all 
prospects with outcomes between m and M, we can freely choose unit and Ievel of 
U by Exercise 2.6.4. This is the only freedom we have. For any alternative U*, we can 
substitute U*(m) = -c and U*(M) = cr + -c for any real -c and cr > 0, after which U* is 
uniquely determined from SG equiva1ences as -c + crU for the utility U with U(m) = 0 
and U(M) = 1. 

We can carry out the above reasoning for any m < M, thus obtaining EU on every 
bounded part of our domain and, finally, obtain EU on the whole domain by routine 
extensions. For the extensions of the domain (reducing m and en1arging M) it is 
easiest to resca1e all newly defmed modelssuchthat utility is 0 at the original m we 
started with and it is 1 at the original M we Started with. Then these models all 
coincide on common domains by the uniqueness result just established, and they are 
genuine extensions of each other. Observation 2.6.3' thus holds on the domain lirnited 
by any m and M and, consequently, on the whole domain. 

By SG dorninance with p = 1 and q = 0, a. > ß implies a. >- ß. This implies that 
U increases strictly. The proof is now complete. 

The proof presented here adapts some appealing substitution-based proofs in the 
Iiterature (Arrow 1951a pp. 424-425; Luce & Raiffa 1957 pp. 27-28) to our prefer
ence conditions. I constructed the proof of the bookmaking theorem in Appendix 1.11 
by using the proof of this appendix and then applying a duality between states and 
outcomes (Abdellaoui & Wakker 2005 end of §1). Figure 1.11.1 is the analog of 
Figure 2.9.1. In the former figure we replaced every event E by its certainty equiva
lent P(E) and then used linearity in outcomes. In the latter figure we replaced every 
outcome by its standard-gamble probabi1ity (of getting M versus m) and then used 
linearity in probability. D 


